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President :- John Miskelly
Vice President :- Tony Gardiner
Chairman :- Michael McKay 16, Hollymount, Finaghy. BT10 0GL
tel 028 90615779
Secretary :-Sheila Adair53, Steps Road, Magheralin BT67 0QZtel 028 9261 1218
Treasurer :- Reg Bell 59, Magherahamlet Rd, Ballynahinch BT24 8JZ tel 028 9756 1079
Vice Chairman :- Ken McDevitt 39, Ardmore Park, Finaghy BT10 0JL tel 028 9061 5127
Membership :- Myreve Chambers 102, Glendale Park, Belfast BT8 6HS tel 028 9070 1806
Committee :- John Miskelly, Ken McDevitt, Ivan Adair, Harry Pepper, Samuel Spence,
Sam Baird, Brendan Mullan, Tony Gardiner and Andrew Carson.
AOVC Representatives: Sheila Adair, Samuel Spence & John Miskelly
Website Editor :- Myreve Chambers e-mail :- myrevechambers@freeuk.com
Magazine Editors :- Samuel Spence 1, Culcavey Road, Hillsborough. Co.Down BT26 6JD
Tel:- 028 9268 8533 mob:- 077 8551 0376 e-mail:-

samuel@spences86.wanadoo.co.uk

Harry Pepper 23, Richmond Heights, Banbridge. BT32 4HU
Tel :- 028 4062 3108 mob:- 077 8687 0759 e-mail:-

harry.pepper@btopenworld.com

A Thought for All members
Are you an active member, the kind who would be missed.
Or are you just content that your name is on the list?
Do you attend the meetings and mingle with the throng,
Do you take an active part and help the work along?
Or are you simply satisfied to only just belong,
Do you assist at meetings and help to make them tick
Or leave the work to just a few – then talk about the clique?
Think about it member, for you know right from wrong.
Are you an active member, or do you just belong
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Thanks to Sam Baird who supplied the cover photograph, as usual, an
excellent piece of work.

THE CHAIRMAN’S PAGEs
Unfortunately once again I have to start my column on a sad note. We were all
saddened to hear of the death of a long time member Ivan Adair who despite his long
illness always took an active interest in the goings on in the club. Whenever possible
he attended the runs accompanied by Sheila and his dog. To Sheila , Ruth and Kyle I
wish to express my deepest sympathy on behalf of the officers and club members.
The attendance by so many people in the old car movement at his funeral was a
tribute to his popularity not only in the Banbridge Club but also throughout the whole
movement.
Yet another loyal member of the club passed away in August ,Johnston Clarke who
was a committee member for many years served as secretary and treasurer,was an
AOVC representative for this club as well as a director. To Johnston‟s family the
Committee and members express their sincere sympathy at this time of sadness.
I also wish to mention all those who are ill and wish them a speedy recovery.
When this issue of the magazine appears through your post box the present motoring
season will shortly be drawing to a close with our meetings once again returning to
Banbridge Rugby Club. I would encourage members to come along and support the
committee as only with your involvement can the club flourish.
Since the last magazine was published we have had our BBQ, a visit to Stormont and
to the Rose Gardens at Lord and Lady Dixon Park. The third evening out was in the
form of a treasure hunt organised by Harry & Margaret Pepper. All of these were
well attended and I wish to thank the organisers and their helpers for making our
summer meetings so enjoyable. Three runs also took place during this period and a
word of thanks goes to the organisers for all their effort in making these possible.
Reports can be found in the body of the magazine.
Our final event is the End of Season Run which takes place on 29th September 2007.
A good attendance would end the season well.
As this will be my last opportunity to write to you as Chairman I wish to thank all
who have helped and given me their support over the past two years.
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I also want to wish the new Chairman and Committee every success in the coming
years.
Michael McKay

Chairman

SAMUEL IVAN ADAIR
1953-2007
It is with great sadness that I pen this obituary to a longstanding and true friend.
I first met Ivan in 1974 and our long lasting friendship grew over the years. He was
already married to Sheila, who supported him in his passion for old cars and, during
his long illness, demonstrated her love for him with her devotion and dedicated care.
They had two children – Kyle born in 1974 and Ruth in 1978. His first grandchild
Joshua, born in 2006, was his pride and joy.
Ivan was born and spent all his life in the Moira/Lurgan area. He served his time as
auto electrician in Turkingtons, Lurgan and then Lindsay Cars, Lisburn.
After this he went into business with his brother Rodney and then opened his own
motor accessory shop in Lisburn. However, he had to give this up due to ill health in
1993.
I first noticed his health problem in 1981, when during the Circuit of Ireland (we
were spectators) I did all the driving. This was most unusual as he had a passion for
fast cars and driving.
Later that year he was diagnosed with FIBROMATOSIS, a rare brain tumour which
affects only ten families in NI. He had two major operations to remove these tumours
but unfortunately they continued to slowly grow and over the years they deeply
affected his health leading to his complete loss of hearing. Although this was
devastating he continued on with his dry sense of humour, his joke telling and his
love of old cars.
His health continued to deteriorate making getting out to events more difficult.
Sheila, Kyle and Ruth all cared for Ivan during this time, however, on 7th June he
lost his fight and passed away surrounded by his family.
The size of his funeral showed the high esteem in which he was held by all who knew
him. He is sadly missed by all who had the pleasure of knowing him.
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On behalf of Banbridge Old Vehicle Club, may I thank Ivan and Sheila for all the
work they have done over the years and pass our sympathy to the family circle.
Noel Crawford.

JOHN JOHNSTON CLARKE
1932 – 2007
Once again the club has suffered the loss of a respected senior member with the
death, on 7th August, of Johnston Clarke.
A big man with a big voice Johnston served the club in the office of Honorary
Treasurer in 1986 and as Honorary Secretary from 1987 to 1990, always discharging
these duties with meticulous accuracy.
Born in 1932 Johnston joined the Royal Ulster Constabulary G.C. in 1953, serving in
County Londonderry and Belfast, before settling in Banbridge with his wife Anne in
1963. In 1999 he suffered a grievous from which he never fully recovered when
Anne died unexpectedly,
Johnston enjoyed his association with the old vehicle movement, and still owned two
old vehicles at the time of his death. Apart from the Banbridge club he also had close
associations with the Association of Old Vehicle Clubs (NI) Ltd, the Rathfriland club
and organisation of the Annual Vintage Cavalcade in Waringstown.
He leaves to mourn four lovely daughters Sylvia, Pat, Pamela and Sandra. To them
and the wider family circle we extend heartfelt sympathy, he will be sadly missed.
W J Ferguson

A petition to try to persuade the Secretary of State for
Northern Ireland to give exemption to organizers of Old
Vehicle events in N Ireland for the need to furnish an 11/1
Form to the Parades Commission has been started on the 10
Downing Street website. As a member of the old vehicle
movement I would urge you to log onto
http://petitions.pm.gov.uk/oldvehicleruns/ and sign. It
is important that we present a united front by getting as many
signatures as possible on the petition to show the government
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that there is a great deal of opposition
to the unnecessary
paperwork presently required when organizing an old vehicle
event in Northern Ireland
Deadline to sign up by: 06 January 2008

Paul McCormick came across this picture of Banbridge and has asked if anyone can
put a date to it

Crystal balls-up
On 17 August 1896, a 44 year-old mother-of- two Bridget Driscoll
became the first person in the world to be killed by a moving car. She
was killed in the grounds of London‟s Crystal Palace by a car owned
by Anglo-French Motor Carriage (Roger-Benz) Company that was
being used to give demonstrations to the public. The driver Arthur
Edsell, an employee of the company, had been only driving for three
weeks and had tampered with the car‟s drive belt‟s causing it to go at
twice the intended speed.
6 the driver was distracted by the
At the time of the accident it was said
young lady passenger beside him. The police took no action. However
at the inquest the Coroner said, I trust that this sort of nonsense must

fantastic job on fabricating and
fitting new panels.

Ford Thames 400E
I had wanted a Ford Thames 400E
dropside for many years, so when in
August
2000
'HMV
750B'
manufactured in 1964 came up for
sale I could not resist buying it.
The roof had rotted away from the
main cab along the entire length of
the driver's door and looked as
though something heavy had fallen
on it. The gutter had disintegrated,
floors and door bottoms were rotten,
engine a non runner, it had four
different colours of paint but hey the
chassis and glass were good! So I

Then
needed

thought it deserved a chance to
survive.
The first challenge was to get it
home - my mate Mervyn sorted
that
out.
The next was the rot problem to
which my brother Don did a

spares

were

so I contacted Sandy Glen of the
Ford 400E owners Club. In my
opinion a genuine enthusiast and
no matter how often I phoned was
always very willing to help. As
few parts were available here
in Northern Ireland Sandy
was my life line. Without this
kind of help it would have
been
difficult
if
not
impossible to have achieved
what I think looks pretty
good and is nice to drive.
Making the drop side body
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was the most rewarding part of
the
restoration.

Billy Montgomery,
Ireland)

(Northern

Ford/Thames Commercial Vehicles
Ford produced a range of commercial vehicles starting with the Model TT in 1917.
In 1931 production was transferred to a new factory on the banks of the River
Thames at Dagenham. The Thames name was adopted to give the vans and trucks a
distinct British identity by using the names Fordson and Fordson Thames models.
From 1933 to 1939, these were badged as "Fordson"s, this changed to "Fordson
Thames" until 1957 after which it became plain "Thames" until 1965. From 1965,
they reverted to being called "Ford". After the closure of Trafford Park most of the
larger commercials were built at Langley. The truck operation was sold to the Iveco
group of Italy in 1986 and became Iveco Ford (48 % owned by Ford). The Langley
plant closed in 1997.
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I could not resist printing this photograph of a 1970 Mercedes 280SE bought
by one of our club members recently. The SE with only 30,000 km on the
clock has had a full roll cage fitted, together with rally seats, Roo bar, sump
guard and has been mated with a 5 speed gearbox. All this work just to do
the end of season run, what have Michael & Ken planned for us?
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BANBRIDGE CAVALCADE FRIDAY 8th JUNE 2007
Parade of Old Vehicles

The Outlook was very bright when almost one hundred vehicles arrived at the
massive car park at the new Outlet shopping complex at Bridgewater Park just off
the A1 in Banbridge. There was no shortage of parking space for our vehicles,
though with the new roads in the area it would be easy to find yourself heading
back home. This was Banbridge Old Vehicle Club‟s first venture into organising a
cavalcade on this scale through what is essentially „our‟ home town, the spectacle
of vehicles from last century was so well received that plans are already afoot for a
similar and larger event next year.
It was wonderful to see such a variety of bicycles, motorcycles, vans, former army
vehicles, cars and
tractors. I
sometimes worry if
my 1962 A40 is
„going to make it‟
but clearly those
with cars like
Raymond Megaw,
in his 1914 Model T
Ford or Victor
Bowman in the
amazing 1923
Citroen always
seem quite relaxed.
As my late father
would have said “ but they don‟t make them like that now”.
From the motorcycle fraternity there was Mervyn Allen on his 1934 250cc
Velocette and Terry McStraw on a 1930 Sunbeam. The star of the tractors was
Billy Mercer on his recently restored Ford, actually rebuilt better than new.
While the men enjoyed viewing all the display and chatting about their „treasures‟
the ladies were able to pursue their favourite pastime „ shopping‟ or „window
gazing‟ in the variety of designer stores within the Outlet.
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Those who entered or arrived early ( the first first 50) were awarded an umbrella,
though thankfully it would only have necessary to use it to protect you from the
intense late evening sun, while others were handed a shopping bag all of this
courtesy of the management of the Outlet.

The short run that took place proved a navigation test for some as I a number of
cars coming towards me and I was unsure if I was going wrong or had they been
„re-routed‟, in any event the PSNI had to be thanked for keeping us all „on the
road‟ and moving freely. The crowds lining the pavements and at various vantage
points along the route made me feel like royalty.
It was, without doubt, an
enjoyable and glorious evening
and we record our thanks to
Samuel and Gloria Spence, Harry
and Margaret Pepper and their
small team who consisted of Sam
and Margaret Baird, Stanley and
Maureen Bowman, Ivan Adair,
John O‟leary and of course Reg
Bell who managed to send the
tractors the wrong way along a
one way system, but the team said it was all part of the organisation. The
organisers wish me to convey their thanks and appreciation to all those who entered
before and on the night, for their participation and willingness to bear with them to
allow them to gain some footing on the first of what they hope will become a major
annual event in the Banbridge
calendar without the entrants there
would not have been anything for
the public to see. The success of
the venture was quantified by the
amount of money, £495.00, that
was raised for the charity,
FRIENDS OF THE CANCER
CENTRE, out chosen club charity
for this year.
Well done everyone!
John Miskelly
What a wonderful and magnificent event the First BOVC Cavalcade turned out to
be. Firstly the weather was everything that you could wish for on a fine June
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Summer Evening, sunny and warm that everybody could relax, enjoy, and have
time to chat and mix with each other before the cavalcade started.
Secondly the large number of members and friends of other clubs that supported
the event.
The number of friends from theTractor Fraternity who expressed how much they
enjoyed the event and venue that they hoped we would run the same event next
year and said they would encourage more of their friends to come along next year.
The OUTLET CENTRE was a wonderful choice for assembling and starting the
event from, and many thanks must be extended to the Management of the Centre
especially the Manager Mr. Noel Magill and his team. Also many thanks are due to
Banbridge District C ouncil and Banbridge PSNI who did a marvellous job on the
night of traffic control. The main thanks on behalf of the club must go to Samuel
Spence and Gloria for all their hard work invovled in organising the event to make
it the success it was on the night. Many thanks are also due to Mrs. Margaret Baird
and Mrs. Stanley Bowman for all their help with the registration of entrants on the
night.
The nature of the event was tremendous with the cars following the Original
Banbridge 100 Motor Cycle Circuit with the Tractors doing a circuit of the Town
Centre, it worked out a suceesful combination. With a lot more help from club
members and further planning this event could turn out to be an event that all
Classic Car and Tractor enthusiasts would love to attend. Several ideas have
already discussed with Samuel and I am sure he would love to hear from members
as to how they would see it develope. ( Perhaps a suitable subject at our winter
monthly meetings for discussion ).
Once again well done Samuel and like the old quote PLAY IT AGAIN SAM.
Harry and Margaret pepper

The County Down Piping Festival
Marches, Strathsphey and reels, medleys, percussion and Drum Majors, even „Red
Hot Chilly Peppers‟, these are terms not familiar to your average vintage
enthusiast, but club members attending the County Down Piping Festival on
Saturday 16th June, at Banbridge Academy, were exposed to these and many more
diverse yet entertaining attractions.
Bands and their followers from as far away as Howth and Cork were in attendance
and the occasion presented another opportunity for the club to project it‟s image to
a wider audience, which it did with a nice display of vehicles representing every
decade from George Cairns‟s 1936 Wolseley 14/56 to Samuel Spence‟s 1984
Mercedes SL. The old vehicles attracted considerable attention and much time was
spent with members of the public recalling fond memories of time spent in similar
vehicles. Indeed most certainly the event has attracted at least one new member to
the club.
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Many thanks to those who brought along vehicles on the day, It wasn‟t really wet,
one shower, but the weather did little to top up Samuel‟s sun tan,
W.J. Ferguson

June Club night out to Stormont
The club evening meeting on 26th June took the form of a visit to the Stormont
Parliament building, and was attended by forty members and friends, many arriving
in their classic cars.
We gathered in the main hall where our guide for the evening explained the
background to the setting up of the Northern Ireland Parliament, and the
completion of the building in 1932.
The interior marble finish of the hall was carried out by skilled Italian craftsmen,
and the huge gold chandelier in the centre was a gift from the Royal Family, and
had originally come from Germany.
The Senate Chamber, with six ebonised pillars along each side, representing the six
counties of the Province, hosted meetings of the senators who were mainly
influential businessmen. This Senate Chamber was also used as a military
command centre during the Second World War. We were also informed that
during the war the exterior of the entire building was camouflaged with a mixture
of tar emulsion and cow manure! After the war it took over seven years to remove
it.
We moved on to the Assembly Chamber, already familiar to many on our
television screens. This has been completely refurbished following the fire which
totally destroyed the original interior. We sat on the chairs normally used by the
MLAs, and cries of „Never! Never! Never!‟ and „We haven‟t gone away you know‟
could be heard from some of our members.
Tea, coffee and biscuits were provided for us. Michael McKay thanked our guide
and John Miskelly. John was grateful for the help given by Jeffrey Donaldson
MLA in the organising of what had been a most interesting and enjoyable evening.
Alan and Elizabeth Bridgham

COACHTRIMMING for the ENTHUSIAST
AS A QUALIFIED TRIMMER & VINTAGE CAR OWNER I will:
Undertake hoods,
Tonneau Covers, Seats etc.
Please contact me at the address below
13 and quote: AOVC + CLUB NAME
Bill Clarke 94, Straid Road Ballymena
BT42 2QF Tel: 0044 (0) 28 2587 1910 in

STANLEY WOODS RUN
Once again this year this event was organised by Reg Bell our Treasurer who
negotiated a favourable entry fee to include tea/coffee and eats as well as our
admission to Mount Stewart.
We all assembled, over 50 cars, at the Scrabo Garden Centre where we enjoyed the
refreshments provided. From here we proceeded through Newtownards and on to
Mount Stewart where we were directed to the area where all the cars attending
were displayed.
The day was not blessed with good weather and welly boots were the order of the
day. The rain eased of long enough to allow us to have our picnic lunches and also
view the exhibits on display and other activities from gather your own potatoes,
heavy vehicle operations, thresher demonstrations and a tractor pulling competition
to name but a few.
A number of our members were observed indulging in ice creams, no names
mentioned, which are not good for the figure.
Although the weather was poor all in all I believe everyone had a very enjoyable
day. On behalf of all those who attended I wish to thank Reg and his assistants for
organising this event
Michael McKay
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THANKS
Just a word of thanks to the members of Banbridge Old Vehicle Club
who gave their assistance by way of acting as marshals for me on the
AOVC Summer Run on 28th July. Those who were involved were
Andrew Carson, Reg Bell, John O‟leary, Ivan Adair, Desmond Shortt
and from the Triumph Club, John Scott snr. All of you carried out
your duties to a very high standard and you invoked many favourable
comments from AOVC directors and entrants alike and you made my
job a lot easier, and you certainly highlighted the importance of
Banbridge Old Vehicle Club, again many thanks,
Samuel Spence

Banbridge Old Vehicle Club has been of a member of FBHVC for a number of
years, we get sent a copy of their magazine but unfortunately not all of our
members get the opportunity to read this. It is our intention, where possible, to
keep you updated on relevant issues that appear in the magazine Although it
would be unviable to reprint it as a whole we shall endeavour to give you as
much relevant information as possible, for those of you with internet access the
full magazine can be downloaded from their website www.fbhvc.co.uk
M56. The driver was a skilled
mechanic and a careful and
experienced driver who was not
travelling particularly fast at the time.
The car was described by police as
being maintained in excellent
condition. The surviving passenger
said that just before the accident the
driver had commented that a „tyre
wobble‟ had developed and he was
going to „drive through it‟. The
wobble went briefly, but then the tyre
burst, causing the car to spin, clip a
kerb and flip over.

TYRES - WARNING!
Her
Majesty‟s
Coroner
for
Manchester wrote to FBHVC just
after the last newsletter went to press
and many will have seen this topic on
our website - it is an important matter
and we urge clubs to pass the warning
on to their membership if they have
not already done so.
The letter concerned an accident that
took place last year in which the
driver of an H registered MGB lost
his life when a rear tyre burst on the
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tread and never to ignore a „tyre
wobble‟.

Subsequent investigation showed that
although hardly used the tyre was 25
years old. It was one of a set of asnew tyres and wheels bought at an
autojumble the previous year for use
for show purposes (at the time of the
incident the car was on its way to an
event at Oulton Park).

NOTTS POLICE INJUNCTION
There has been widespread publicity
in the Midlands for the unprecedented
County Court Injunction obtained by
Nottinghamshire Police to prevent:
five or more motor vehicles from
congregating together, driving in
convoy or racing each other on the
highway who by their conduct make
excessive noise, cause danger to road
users or risk injury or risk damage to
property.

This note appeared in the Newsletter
for December 2003 following a
suggestion that tyre dating may
become a feature of the MoT: …the
Vehicle Standards and Engineering
Division at the Department for
Transport [has advised us] that
although most tyres already carry
dates of manufacture in their sidewalls, there are no plans to
implement regulations to check such
dates at the annual MoT test. DfT
would, of course, change their mind if
tyre failure due to age became a
significant cause of accidents.

Unfortunately, some reporting has
omitted the all important part from
the word who onwards and simply
said the injunction is to stop five or
more vehicles getting together or
driving in convoy. FBHVC has had
several calls asking if this means that
club nights and road runs in
Nottinghamshire are now illegal.

The British Rubber Manufacturers
Association suggests that if a tyre is
six years old and remains unused it
should not be put into service. It also
suggests that in ideal conditions tyres
may have a life expectancy of 10
years.

The new injunction is effective
throughout the county. A similar
injunction
was
obtained
by
Nottinghamshire Police some time
ago, but this related only to specific
parts of the City of Nottingham where
this problem was particularly acute.
Unfortunately, instead of stopping the
problem, the city injunction simply
displaced it to other parts of the
county.

The moral of the story is not to wait
for legislation, but to make sure your
own tyres are in good condition,
never to use undated or obviously old
second hand tyres however good the
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We have had a categoric assurance
from Inspector Sean Konsek that the
injunction has no effect on traditional
club activity. He explained that the
injunction is designed to make it
easier for police to act against
nuisance „boy-racers‟ whose so-called
cruising antics pose a serious danger
to other road users as well as causing
distress to residents of areas affected.
When we asked him why the police
found it necessary to seek such an
injunction rather than using existing
powers, Inspector Konsek explained
that the civil law penalties for
breaching an injunction (such as
vehicle confiscation) are a greater
deterrent than the criminal penalties
(likely to be limited to a fine and
licence points) that would follow
conviction for driving offences - and
the burden of proof required to
establish a breach of the injunction is
lower than that needed for a criminal
conviction.

further effort will be made later in the
year when the new team has had a
chance to settle in.
Meanwhile, however, it is worth
noting that the government did
respond (negatively) to the on-line
petition we reported in the last couple
of issues. The substantive part of the
response from Mr Blair‟s Downing
Street follows and is consistent with
the reaction we have had when we
have tried to raise this issue before.
The Government is committed to
using Vehicle Excise Duty as a means
of bringing environmental factors
into consideration when people
choose to take ownership of a car.
Vehicle Excise Duty also helps to
support the Government’s wider
policy objectives by providing a
valuable source of revenue from
which important public services may
be
funded.
The
Government
recognises that many historic car
owners would have been disappointed
when the 1998 Budget decision was
made to freeze the rolling 25 year
exemption at 1973. However, the
Government continues to judge that
in the light of its environmental focus
for Vehicle Excise Duty it would be
inappropriate to extend the exemption
at this point in time.

VED
HISTORIC
VEHICLE
EXEMPTION
There has been no reply from the
Treasury to our request for a return to
a rolling date for the VED exemption
(sent in April). Perhaps that is hardly
surprising given the recent game of
musical chairs in Whitehall. There are
now new faces at the Treasury and a

Buried in a Benz
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In Teshi, a village about 10 miles east of Accra in Ghana, woodcarving
craftsmen specialize in making coffins in the shape of Mercedes-Benz,

END OF SEASON RUN 29TH
SEPTEMBER 2007.

AS PER THE RULES OF BANBRIDGE OLD VEHICLE CLUB, ONLY
VEHICLES 20 YEARS OR OVER MAY TAKE PART IN CLUB RUNS.
Our run will start at CORRS CORNER HOTEL where you should assemble at
10am for an 11am start. Tea /coffee and biscuits will be provided.
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From here we will head for Ballyclare and then follow a route through the Antrim
Hills towards the Glens of Antrim stopping on the way for our picnic lunch DON’T
FORGET YOUR PICNIC. From here we will drive towards the coast and follow
the road to Larne from where we will proceed to the Fort Royal Inn at Glarryford
for our evening meal.
MENU
A..Roast Beef
B. Stuffed chicken and bacon
C. Fillet of plaice
All served with potatoes and chef’s choice of vegetables.
Choice of 3 deserts
Cost of Entry Adult £14 Child £7
Cheques made payable to BOVC please
Entries on the universal type Bovc entry form to be completed and returned by
Saturday 22nd September 2007 with a cheque payable to BOVC to either:Ken McDevitt, 39 Ardmore park ,Belfast,BT10 0JL tel 028 9061 5127 or
Michael McKay, 16 Hollymount,Finaghy,Belfast,BT10 0GL tel 028 9061 5779

ANNUAL DINNER 23RD
NOVEMBER 2007.
To be held in
LISBURN GOLF CLUB, BLARIS LODGE,
EGLANTINE ROAD, LISBURN at 7.30pm

MUSIC BY “NIFTY”
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Our Annual Dinner is once again being held at Lisburn Golf Club with the
kind permission of the Council of the Club.
MENU
Starters

(A) Vegetable Soup
(B) Melon

Main course (C) Turkey and Ham
(D) Roast Beef
(E) Roast Chicken
All served with Chef‟s choice of vegetables and potatoes
Sweets

( F) Christmas Pudding
(G) Pavlova

The cost is £16.50 per head .

Cheques made payable to BOVC

Please use universal type entry form which should be completed to indicate your
selection of meals and numbers in your party and send to:
Michael McKay,16, Hollymount, Finaghy Road South, Belfast Tel 90615779
NOT LATER THAN SATURDAY 17th NOVEMBER PLEASE

KILBRONEY SHOW CANCELLED
Due to the prolonged adverse weather the Kilbroney Committee inspected
Kilbroney Park this afternoon and sadly had to make the decision to CANCEL
this years event.
The next Kilbroney Show will be held NEXT YEAR on Saturday 6th
September.
It is a mammoth task notifying all the 970 people who have entered so far plus
all the Traders and Autojumblers. Please can you circulate the news as widely
as possible among any of your friends and fellow club members who were
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intending taking part or just attending as spectators.
NO CHEQUES have been cashed and will be disposed of securely.
All those who have paid by Credit Card will receive a full refund in due course.
Anyone who paid by either Cash or Postal Orders should send an email to
kilbroney@aovc.co.uk giving their name/address and vehicle details so a full
refund can be organised for them.
Trevor Mitchell 17th August 2007
AOVC Secretary

Mr Norman Patterson Hillsborough

1955 Rover 90
1973 MG Roadster

Mr Keith McCracken Craigavon

1961 Bellini Special
1977 VW Beetle
1981 Deloran x 2
1983 Deloran
1982 Audi Quattro
1964 Porche 924

.
Mr James Alexander Dale Armagh

1980 Mercedes 280E

TRIUMPH TR6 Stainless Steel exhaust
system in good condition
1974 TRIUMPH TR6 engine and
gearbox it runs well
TRIUMPH 2.5P.I. gearbox & overdrive
TRIUMPH TR6 various small items
Phone Peter 028 9188 3608
ITALIAN CAR PARTS Hugh range of
genuine parts for Fiat- Lancia- Alfa
Romeo for car ranging from 1970 – 2005

1982 DAIMLER SOVEREIGN series 3
saloon XJ6 Gold Beautiful car MOT May
2008 Taxed November 2007 59,000
miles
Phone Harold 02897 564969
1955 NORMAN TRIALS BIKE 197cc
8E Villiers engine 4 speed gearbox, with
trailer
197cc Villiers barrel and piston
250cc Villiers barrel and piston
Phone Frank 077 7429 5398
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Phone Frank on 077 6110 2851 or home
028 9265 1563 or Chris on 077 6337
4488
ROVER 2600 SDI Power steering pump
unused offers
Phone Samuel 077 8551 0376
FORD MODEL Y front axle with stub
ends NEW
FORD MODEL Y New clutch plate
Phone Frank 077 7429 5398

1no rear valance and r/h sill both in
fibre glass
i no completely new rear valance ,still in
original primer
1no off side rear quarter valance in good
order
1no heater matrix 1no gasket for timing
chain cover
1no oil seal for crank shaft
CITROEN BX Wind deflector or for a
car with similar sun roof
STEREO RADIO for 80‟s Fiat
Phone Michael on 028 9061 5779 after
5pm Mon to Fri and all day Sat and Sun
or mobile 07815435102

ROVER 2000 P6
2 no new fibre glass rear wings
TRIUMPH HERALD
MK1 FORD GRANADA 1972 Owners
handbook
FORD CONSUL, ZEPHYR, AND
ZODIAC Handbook (Pitmans Motorists
Library) covering all models up to 1965.
FORD CONSUL, ZEPHYR AND
ZODIAC MK2 (Olyslager) motor
manual.
VOLKSWAGEN BEETLE instruction
manual (1958)
AUSTIN A40 rear lights, no stop/tail
lenses.
Telephone Mark 90403646 after 6.30pm

FOR A MARINA 1.3 SUPER 4 DOOR
MODEL
wheel arch chrome trims for near side
front and rear and rear off side
contact MICHAEL MCKAY on
90615779 after 5pm or 07815435102
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Tuesday 25th September ALAN TYNDALL director of RPM motorsports
program talking about his ‘lifetime in motorsport’
Saturday 29th September END OF SEASON RUN organised by Ken McDevitt
and Michael McKay
Tuesday 30th October CLUB ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING the most
important meeting of the year
Friday 23rd November ANNUAL CLUB DINNER this is the social event of the
club year organised by Michael Mckay tickets are only £16.50 while stocks last
Tuesday 27th November CLUB MEETING The last club meeting of the year
speaker to be confirmed

Tyndall Productions Ltd has one of the highest profiles of any publicity and Television
production company in Ireland. They supply over 150 hours of programming to UTV,
RTE2, Sky and Motors TV.
The company was formed in 1984 to provide a complete range of services for clients
throughout Ireland.
Alan Tyndall left college to work for the GLC Architects Department in London. In 1969
he returned to Belfast to work for WDR & TR Taggarts Architects.
He became involved in PR through broadcasting and became the Sports Council for
Northern Ireland and the Belfast City Council's first Public Relations Officer.
Over the last 25 years, he has been a regular Motorsport's commentator on UTV, RTE,
BBC, and he has also commentated at Grand Prix for RTE, Eurosport and Europa TV.
Alan currently broadcasts on UTV, RTE and Sky.

To those who have made
contributions to the Magazine
the editors offer you our
sincerest thanks. As we have
said previously it is your
magazine for your club for
your enjoyment so please, if
asked to ‘do’ an article please
don’t just walk away if
everyone were to do that there
would be no magazine. If you
are looking for some particular
part or you have some items
for sale, why not let us have a
copy of the items and we will
put them in print, you never
know!!!
The last date to have anything
placed in the December edition
will be Wednesday 28th
November 2007

New items for sale bearing
the BOVC crest

Wall plaques
£15.00
Metal car badges £8.50

A very keen price for club
members can be had for Millers
Oils

Millers 250ml VSP+
Unleaded additive: £3.50
Millers 500ml Diesel
Power Plus: £6.50
Phone for all items:-

BOVC
ANNUAL DINNER DANCE
On
Friday 23rd November
At Lisburn Golf Club
Music by NIFTY
7.00pm for 7.30pm
Tickets £16.50 contact Michael
Mckay on:- 028 9061 5779
PLEASE PLAN TO ATTEND

Reg Bell
02897561079 or 07877385835

or
Samuel Spence 02892688533 or
Important Notice
07785510376

Annual General Meeting
Will be held at 8pm in Banbridge
Rugby Club
This is a very important meeting in
the club calendar, supper will be
served at the end of the meeting
PLEASE PLAN TO ATTEND
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Joe Evans
MOT
Servicing
PSV
Clutch Fitting
Petrol or Diesel

223, Moira Road, Lisburn
Telephone: 028 9262 1356
Mobile: 07802 361411
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